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All of us already know..
• 3 types of exploits which we have already written

- Code Injection (Format String Vulnerability)
- Code Injection (Buffer Overflow Vulnerability)
- Arc Injection (Buffer Overflow Vulnerability)

But there is another..

The Payload is already there!
What if someone were to tell you that any C-program
you wrote, has the potential to be completely turned
against you?
• You’d be scared
• You’d question everything
• You’d probably give up coding in C
You should be scared..
• If you don’t have the habit of doing boundary checking

Hint: Buffer Overflows.

So why do ROP?
• Buffer Overflows on Modern Linux x86 are difficult
 Non Executable Stack (NX/XD)
 Address Space Layout Randomisation (ASLR)
 ASCII–Armour Address Space

• But return oriented programming is a technique that has the
capability to BYPASS all of them (Imagine That!)

Wait, What is ROP?
“a technique by which an attacker can induce arbitrary behaviour in a
program whose control flow he has diverted — without injecting any code. A
return-oriented program chains together short instruction sequences already
present in a program’s address space, each of which ends in a “return”
instruction”
Roemer et. Al. “Return-Oriented Programming: Systems, Languages, and Applications

”

The “short instruction sequences” mentioned in the above
definition are referred to as “gadgets”
They are essentially assembly language instructions or addresses to
assembly language instructions stored in memory

What can Gadgets do and how do you
find them?
What can they do?
• Gadgets can do a lot of things:
• Load/Store
• Loading a constant
• Loading from memory
• Storing (writing) to memory
• Arithmetic and Logic
• Add, Subtract, Multiply
• XOR, AND, OR, NOT
• Shift and Rotate
• Control Flow
• Unconditional/Conditional
jumps.
• System and Function calls
Roemer et. Al. “Return-Oriented Programming: Systems,
Languages, and Applications”

Where to find them?
• Study the Hex code
• “ret” has hex code C3
• There are tools that do this for you
• ROPeme
• ROPGadget
• And many more…

ROPeme Demo!

https://github.com/packz/ropeme

Exploitation using ROP
To build a ROP exploit, you should follow these
guidelines:
1. Verify that target program is susceptible to buffer
overflow
2. Build a plan and identify the gadgets you need
3. Gather the resources you would require (libc base
address, data segment base address, gadgets)
4. Create a ROP chain1
5. Put the ROP chain in the tainted buffer
6. Exploit the program
1The

sequence of gadgets executed as a chain is known as a ROP chain.

Some Background first..
Look at the program to the right
•
•
•

Can you identify the
vulnerability?
You did? Good!
Can you say how many bytes
would be required to overwrite
the return pointer?

Hint: Answer is 260

Our goal and the Execve( ) function
Our goal for performing
this exploit is gaining shell
access to the system
Execve( ) is going to give
us shell access.
Execve( ) takes 3 arguments:
1. The file or script to be executed
(“\bin\sh”)
2. Char *const argv[] (irrelevant)
3. Char * const envp[] (irrelevant)
These will be loaded into the x86
registers ebx, ecx and edx respectively.

Goal for Implementation
• Our goal is to gain shell access by utilizing the libc’s “execve” call since libc
is loaded by default in all C programs.
• Steps to achieve this:
1. Load execve system call address into eax
2. Load “/bin/sh” into the memory
3. Point ebx to address where “/bin/sh” is stored in memory
4. Point ecx to NULL byte
5. Point edx to NULL byte
6. Invoke System call to trigger execve!

Extracting libc base address
Before extracting the gadgets, you
would need the base address of lib-c:
• Because, the gadgets we get from
ROPeme are mentioned with respect
to their offset in libc
• Since libc is the place you’d find the
gadgets, it’s base address is VERY
IMPORTANT to the exploitation
process

Gadget 3
Gadget 2

Offset = 200

Offset = 100

Gadget 1
Offset = 0

Libc

Refer to the figure on the right.
While the program is running in eclipse (debugging mode) do:

Base address = 0

Extracting Data Segment’s base
address
The Data segment is an
excellent place for
performing any sort of writes
to memory.
What will we write here?
• The arguments which are to be
passed to the execve()
function.
• We will then point ecx, ebx and
edx to these addresses.
To do this:
1. Run the binary in gdb with option –q
2. In gdb shell give command
“info files”
3. Look for .data for libc.so.x

Data Segment
arg1

arg2

arg3

ebx

ecx

edx

Registers

Loading execve( ) into eax
The final step is loading execve() into eax.
• It has the system call 0x0b or “11” associated with it.
• So we follow these steps:
1. Make eax all zeroes by doing “xor eax, eax”
2. Add 0x0b to eax by doing “add eax, 0x0b”
So finally, the registers should look like:
eax

ebx

ecx

edx

0x0b

Address of
“/bin/sh”

Address
of NULL

Address
of NULL

In order to trigger the execve() function, we call the system interrupt 0x80.
However, in our implementation, this interupt was unavailable as a gadget and
Therefore we resorted to using the gadget “call gs:[0x10]”

ROP Chain used

ROP Exploit Demo!
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THANK YOU!
“May the force be with you”

